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1. INTRODUCTION 
If nt and n are positive integers, m > 1, n > 1, then there exists a finitely 
generated torsion free nilpotent group which can be expressed as a direct 
product of n directly indecomposable groups and as a direct product of m 
directly indecomposable groups such that no factor in the first decom- 
position is isomorphic to a factor in the second [ 11. This leads us to ask: If a 
group G satisfies the maximal condition for normal subgroups, what 
conditions will guarantee that any two direct decompositions of G into 
nontrivially directly indecomposable factors have the same number of 
factors? If G has the above property we call G a UNIF group ( a group with 
a unique number of indecomposable factors in direct products). 
The object of this paper is to study the UNIF property. In Section 3 we 
show that every group G with the maximal condition for normal subgroups 
which fails to have the UNIF property gives rise to a directly indecom- 
posable homomorphic image M such that for some finitely generated free 
abelian group F, M x F is not a UNIF group. Section 4 contains a 
refinement of this result. In Section 5 we use the results of Sections 3 and 4 
to show that a group G which obeys the maximal condition for normal 
subgroups has the UNIF property if either of the following holds: 
(a) G/G’Z(G) - P x C, where P is a finite abelian p group, p a prime 
and C is a cyclic group of finite order II, (n, p) = 1 
(b) G/G’Z(G) is cyclic. 
(c) The torsion free factor of G/G’ is infinite cyclic. 
Furthermore we show that if A is a UNIF with the maximal condition for 
normal subgroups and L satisfies the maximal condition for normal 
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subgroups and L/L’ is finite then A x L is a UNIF. (A more general result 
is given in Theorem 4 of Section 5.) 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
It may be useful to gather together here some basic properties of direct 
decompositions that we will use. J will designate the infinite cyclic group in 
the sequel. 
We say that A is J replacable if A X M - A x N always implies 
JxM-JX N. We have 
(1.1) If A satisfies the maximal condition for normal subgroups, A is J 
replaceable 13, p. 149). (Other J replacement results may be found in [4\ 
and 151.) 
(1.2) If A is J replaceable and A x B = C x D then B x (C/B n C) x 
J - (B/B n C) x C x J [S, p. 3341. 
(1.3) IfPxJxJ-QxJthenPxJ-Q 13-p. 1481. 
(1.4) If H X K y G then G is J replacable if and only if H and K are J 
replacable. 
(1.5) If H x K has a cyclic direct factor C of prime power order then 
either H or K has a direct factor isomorphic to C. 
If A is a UNIF group A # 1, and A has a direct decomposition with r 
nontrivial directly indecomposable factors we set u(A) = r=. If .4 = 1, we set 
a(A) = 0. If G is any group Z(G) will designate its center. 
3. HOMOMORPHIC IMAGES OF 
GROUPS NOT HAVING THE UNIF PROPERTY 
At this point it is useful to mention that if G satisfies the maximal 
condition for normal subgroups and G/G’ is finite then G satisfies the 
Remak-Krull-Schmidt Condition for direct decompositions. For by using 
the fact that a finite group is cancellable in direct products and argumenrs 
similar to those in Theorem 1 of [ 3 1 we may show that G may be cancelled 
in direct products. Hence Theorem 1 of [2] yields the assertion Conse- 
quently if G is a group with the maximal condition for normal subgroups but 
G is not a UNIF, then G has an infinite cyclic homomorphic image. 
THEOREM 1. Let G obey the maximal condirior? ~%r normal subgroups. 
Suppose that G has tulo distinct decompositions irzto directly indecomposabie 
nontriuiai factors such that in of?e decomposition [here are I’ factors and in 
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the other there are s factors, r # s. Then we may find a directly indecom- 
posable nontrivial homomorphic image G of G and a free abelian group C of 
rank p such that G x C has a direct decomposition into q indecomposable 
nontrivial factors, q # p + 1. 
Proo$ Say G=A,xA2x~~~XA,=B1XBZX~-~XBs, where each 
factor in the latter decompositions is nontrivial, directly indecomposable, and 
r # s. Hence we may choose a decomposition of the form 
E, x E, x m-0 E, x C, = F, x F, x ... F”, (1) 
where the following holds: 
(a) Each Ei and I;, is distinct from 1 and is a homomorphic image of 
some A, or B,. 
(b) Each Ei and FP is directly indecomposable. 
(c) Ei 7L J all i. 
(d) C, is a free abelian group of finite rank R(C,) with R(C,) > 0, and 
m + R(C,) # n. 
(e) m is minimal among all decompositions (1) having properties (a), 
(b), (c)v Cd). 
Note that if F is any free abelian group of finite rank and if 
(f) E, x .a. xE,,xFNH~XH~X...XH,, 
where each Hi is distinct from 1 and is directly indecomposable and if each 
Hi is a homomorphic image of some A, or B, then by the minimality of m, 
m- 1 +R(F)=v. 
Hence we can choose a maximal normal subgroups K of E, such that 
(El/K) = L, occurs in a decomposition 
H=L,xL,x...xL,xC,=M,xM,X...XM,,,, (2) 
where all of the properties (a), (b), (c), (d), (f) are retained with respect to 
the decomposition (2). To be specific we have 
(a,) Each Li and M, is distinct from 1 and is a homomorphic image 
of some A, or B,. 
(b,) Each Li and MP is directly indecomposable. 
(c,) L,?L J for all i. 
(d,) C, is free abelian of finite rank R(C,) > 0, q + R(C?) # w. 
Furthermore if 
(f,) L, x *** xL,xCNK~X...XK~ 
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with C free abelian of finite rank R(C), R(C) > 0 and Ki # 1 for all i and 
each Ki a directly indecomposable homomorphic image of some A, or B,, 
then q- 1 +R(C)=y. 
Also if I,, is a proper homomorphic image of L, and if the decomposition 
L,xL,x **. xL,x “7 -ii?, XM,X ..” XM,i (3) 
has the corresponding properties (al), (6,), (Cl) (replace L,, &Ii by z, Ei in 
the respective properties (a,), (b,), (C,)) and if cz is free abelian, .R(Cz) > 0, 
and if R(cz) + x f n, then the property (CJ does not hold relative to (3). 
That is we may find a free abelian group C, with R(e,) > 0 
with h47 a directly indecomposable, nontrivial homomorphic image of A, or 
B,, for each i and X- 1 -tR(C,) # y. 
Note that L, is non-abelian. For if L, is abelian, L 1 - J or L 1 is cyclic of 
prime power order. If L, - J we regroup terms in (2) so that L, is grouped 
with C, and arrive at a contradiction of (f,). If L, is cyclic of prime pow-er 
order then by (1 S) some Mi - L I and by the cancellation property of finite 
groups we may then cancel one term from each side of (2) and then apply 
(f,) to arrive at a contradiction of (d,). 
Now since L, is nonabelian, L, intersects some Mi nontrivially, say 
L, f~ M, # 1. Also by (f,), L, f? M, is a proper subgroup of Li and of M, ~ 
Hence 
NI(L,nM,)-[L,I(L,nM,)jxLZx...xL,xc, 
- [M, / (L, mu,)] x fw, x -. x iv,,.. 
(5) 
Write L I / (L, n M,) - T, x . . . XT, and M,/(L,nM,j-S,X...xS,, 
where each Si and Ti is nontrivial and directly indecomposable. We claim 
that z # h. To see this suppose the Ti have been indexed so that T,, T,,..., T, 
are each nonisomorphic to J and C, = T,, , x T,, z x . ~. x T, is a free 
abelian group. (If u = h, C, = 1.) Then if C, - C, x Cj and 
and 
Q-S, x . . . XSzXM2X*.-XMw 
then (5) may written in the form 
P-Q. 
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If z = h, we may think of (6) as having the form (3) with 1, = T,, cz = C,, 
and such that the properties (a,), (b,), (ci), (d,) hold. Since T1 is a proper 
image of L, , the corresponding property (f,) cannot hold. This means we 
may find a free abelian group C, such that T2 x . . . x T, x Lz x . . . x 
L, X C, = P, may be written as a direct product Q, of U, suitable directly 
indecomposable groups U, #a - 1 + q - 1 f R(C,). This procedure may 
now be repeated to the isomorphism P, - Q, and in total we may perform 
this process a times. After a repeats we have wiped out T,, T,,..., T, and 
have a contradiction of (fr). Hence h # z. 
Now we invoke (1.2) and write 
[L,l &,nWl XM, XJ-L, x pf, I (L,nM,)l XJ. (7) 
After breaking L,/(L, n M,) and M, ) (L, n M,) into their indecomposable 
factors and grouping all infinite cyclic terms together on the left side of (7) 
we may perform the procedure outlined in the previous paragraph and 
repeat, “wiping out” T, , T, ,..., T, and arriving at our assertion. 
COROLLARY. The indecomposable factors in the two decompositions of 
G x C given bJ> the Theorem are homomorphic images of some A, or B, (and 
consequently of G). 
4. AN ALTERNATE VERSION OF THEOREM 1 
We develop in this section a refinement of Theorem 1 which will be useful 
in the sequel. First we need: 
THEOREM 2. If J x A -J x B and B has a direct decomposition with k 
nontrivial factors, then so does A. 
ProoJ Let (w) X A = (~1) x B = G. If A .% B, the assertion is evident. 
We may assume A 7L B. Hence by the remarks in Lemma 11 of 13 1 we may 
assume that w =JIPb, b E B, p a prime. Suppose B = B, x B, x . . . x B,, 
B_,# ‘> 1 <i<k. If B,cA then A=B,xA and JxA-Jx& 
B=B,x ..a x B, and we may induct on k. We may assume B,A #A and 
similarly B,A #A so that Bi 1 A n Bi -J. 
Let Bi = (bi) A n Bi and b = bilbF .. . b;k mod A,, where 
A,=(AnB,)x(AnB,)x...x(AnB,). 
If (p, r,) = 1 then we may choose integers s and t with 
G = ( yPb;Q( $b;)(A n B,)B. (8) 
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However, this implies 
G = (w) x ( ySbi)(A n B,) x B= (4’) x B (9) 
so that 
A - ( fb:)(A n BJ x B t1oi 
and this gives our desired result. Similarly if (p, ri) = 1 for any i we have 
our assertion. On the other hand G/A, is freely generated by ~1, bj, bz *.. b, 
mod A, and since $2’ = yPb;lbp .a. bp modA, and since (WA,) is a direct 
factor of G/A:, we must have (p, ri) = 1 for some i. 
COROLLARY. Let L x A -L x B with L -J replaceable. Then 
(a) IfB is directly indecomposable then so is A. 
(b) If B has a direct decomposition with k nontrivial factors then so 
does A. 
(c) rf B has a direct decomposition with k nontrivial indecomposable 
factors then so does A. 
(d) If B is a UNIF then so is A altd u(B) = a(A). 
Proof. By definition, we may assume L -J so that (a) and (b) are 
immediate. For (c) we proceed by induction on k. If B = B, x . . . x B, and 
all Bi are indecomposable we may assume as before AB, # A and that 
(p. rl) f 1 so th.at (8), (9) and (10) hold. But then from (9) 
(ySbf)AnB, xJ-B, xJ 
so that from (a) above (fb’jA n B, is indecomposable. Assertion (d j 
follows from (c). 
If G satisfies the maximal condition for normal subgroups but G is not a 
UNIF, we may choose a homomorphic image A of G, A a UNIF group with 
A X J, not a UNIF group, where J, is the free abelian group of rank t, t > 0. 
Suppose this choice has been made so that ~(‘4) + t is minimal. Let q = a(A) 
and 
A x (w,, x .I. x (wr) =N, x ..a x N,, (11) 
where (ilYi) -J: 1 <i < c. Ni # 1, Ni directly indecomposable and 
t + u(A) # m and each Nj is a homomorphic image of 6. We claim thar 
(Ni 1 Ni n A) - 1, for all i. To see this note that N,A f A. This is clear if 
q = 1. If q > 1 and, say, N,A = A, write rl =N, x S? x ..a x S, for 
appropriate indecomposable Si no that from (11) we see 
SXJ,-N~X~~~XN,, (12) 
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where S=S, x .-- X S,. Since S is a direct factor of A, S is a UNIF. But 
(12) says that S x JI is not a UNIF yielding a contradiction of the 
minimality of a(A) + t. Hence Ni ( Ni n A is a free abelian group of positive 
rank ti, 1 < ti < t. Hence if t = 1, the assertion is clear. Suppose then that 
t> 1 and N,/N,nA-J,, l<k<t. Then by dividing (11) by AnN, we 
see 
BXJ,-J,XN,x...xN,,, B-AlAnN,. 
Hence by our remark (1.3) 
BxJ,-,-N,X.*.xN,. (13) 
Hence from (1 I) and (13) we deduce 
A xJk-N1 xB. 
By the minimality of a(A) + t, A x Jk is a UNIF group so that so is B and 
a(B)=a(A)+k-I, u(B)+t-k=a(A)+t-1. By definition of q+t, 
B x Jfpk is a UNIF group so that (13) implies 
a(A)+k-l+t-k=m-1, 
which contradicts our assumption. In summary we state 
THEOREM 3. Let G satis+ the maximal condition for normal subgroups, 
G not a UNIF. Then we may Jind a homomorphic image A of G, A a UNIF 
such that for some positive integer t, t >, 1, 
A x (w,) a.. X (“t)=N, X ..* XNM, (MTi)- J, 1 <i,<t, 
where each Ni is a nontrivial directly indecomposable homomorphic image of 
G and a(A)+t#m. Moreover, NiIAnNi-JJ,for l<i<m. If A, is a 
proper direct factor of A, A, x J, is a UNIF. If 1 <s < t, A x J, is a UNIF. 
Moreover A does not have an infinite cyclic direct factor. If i # j and m > 2, 
Ni x Nj does not have an infinite cyclic direct factor. 
Proof. We have shown all the assertions except the last two. If A 
happens to have an infinite cyclic direct factor write A NJ, x A,, where A, 
does not have an infinite cyclic direct factor. Then a(A) + t = u + t + a(A,) 
so that we may replace A by A,, and t by u + t. If m > 2 and say 
N, xN2-JxR, (14) 
(A~J,~,)xJ-Jx(RxN~x~~~~N,). 
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Since A x J,-, is a UNIF, we see from the coroliary to Theorem 2 that 
R x iv, x ... x N,,, is a UNIF and 
a(A)+t-l=o(R)+m-2. (15) 
Hence a(R) + 1 < c&4) $ t so by the minimality of a(A) + t, d x R is a 
UNIF so that from (14), a(R) = 1 and (15) implies that a(A) + t = m 
contrary to assumption. 
5. SOME UNIF GROUPS 
THEOREM 4. Let L satisfy the maximal condition for normal subgroups 
and L/L’ jinite. Then if A is a J replaceable UNIF group so is A X L. 
Proof: Suppose the assertion is false. Consider all pairs 
S= j(B,LlL,)}, h w ere B is a J replaceable UNIF but B X L j L, is not a 
UNIF. Choose a pair (A, L 1 L.4) in S with L, maximal in L. Set E = L 1 L, . 
Let 
A xE=N, xN, x I.. xNm, (16) 
where the Ni are nontrivial directly indecomposable groups and 
a(A) + a(E) # m. (13 
By using (1.5) one can easily see that direct product of a UNIF group with a 
cyclic group of prime power order is a UNIF. Consequently the direct 
product of a UNIF group with a finite abelian group is a UNIF. Conse- 
quently E is not abelian so that E f7 Ni f 1 for some i, say, E f? N, f 1~ Let 
E,=EIEnN, and N*=N,)EnN,. Thefrom (16) 
A xE, -NN,xN,x...xN,. 
Hence by the maximality of L,, A x E* is a UNIF so that 
a(A)+a(E,)=a(N,)+m- 1. (18) 
However, by (1.2), 
JXEeXN, -JxExN,. (15) 
Since A and E are J replaceable, A X E and N, are J replaceable. Again by 
the maximality of L, , N, x E, is a UNIF so that (199 implies 
a@ x N,) = a(E) + a(N,) = a(E, x N,) = a(E,) + 1, (20) 
However, (18) and (20) together contradict (17). 
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THEOREM 5. lf G satisfies the maximal condition for normal subgroups 
and the torsion free rank of G/G’ is 1, then G is a UNIF group. 
Proof. Deny the assertion. Let L=MxF,x...xF,=H,X...XH,, 
where M, H, ) H, . . . H, are nontrivial indecomposable homomorphic images 
of G and each Fi is infinite cyclic and n + 1 # r. Then (MH,)/M is free 
abelian. Clearly Hi is not contained in M. Since (MH,)/M - Hi/Hi fl M we 
conclude that the torsion free rank of Hi/H; is 1. Hence L/L’ has torsion 
free rank r. If M/M’ had torsion free rank 1, then r = n + 1. Hence M/M’ is 
finite. However, J,, is a UNIF and L - M x J, so that L is a UNIF by 
Theorem 4. 
The following result is easy to verify and we obmit the proof: 
LEMMA 1. If H/H, is a finitely generated free abelian group of rank r, 
Y > 1, and H/H,Z(H) is cyclic, then H has an infinite cyclic direct factor. 
THEOREM 6. If G satisfies the maximal condition for normal subgroups 
and G/[(Z(G)G’] is cyclic then G is a UNIF group. 
Proof. Suppose the assertion is false and L is as in Theorem 5. As before 
H,/(II, r\ M) is free abelian of positive rank. If T = (H, n M) Z(H,) x .+. X 
(H,n M) Z(H,), then L/T is cyclic since it is a homomorphic image of 
G/Z(G)G’. Let H= H,, and F=H/[(HnM)Z(H)]. If the rank of 
H/H n M is r and r > 1, then by Lemma 1, H has an infinite cyclic direct 
factor, contradicting the fact that H is indecomposable. Hence H/H n M is 
infinite cyclic. Similarly Hi/Hi n M -J for all i. Now note that 
M/[(H,nM)x ..a x(H,nM)]=Q f is ree abelian, say, of rank q. Then if 
q > 1 we deduce again from the Lemma 1 that M has an infinite direct cyclic 
factor. Hence q = 1. But then from 
QxF,x...xF,-H,(H,nM)X...xH,/(H,nM) 
we deduce n + 1 = r contrary to assumption. 
5.1 The Main Result 
THEOREM 7. Let G obey the ma.&nal condition for normal subgroups. 
Let G/G’Z(G) N P X C, ,Shere P is a finite abelian p group p a prime and C 
is a finite cyclic group of order n (n, p) = 1. Then G is a UNIF. 
Proof. Let A be a nontrivial homomorphic image of G such that A does 
not have J as a direct factor. Let A/A, be a free abelian homomorphic image 
of rank r, r > 2. Note that Q = A/Z@ )A, is a homomorphic image of 
G/G’Z(G) so that Q - P, x C*, where P, and C, are homomorphic images 
of P and C respectively. Hence C, is cyclic. Define R,(Q) as the minimal 
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number of generators of the group P,. We claim RJQ) = Y. For let free 
generators of A/A, be a,A,, a,A, . . . . . a,.A* with Z(A) A, /A, having free 
generators 
If (IZ,, nl) = 1 then we may choose a central element z in A of the form 
Then it is easy to verify that (z) is a proper infinite cyclic direct factor of A. 
Hence (n,, 11~) # 1. Similarly (n,, nj) # 1 if i #j. Note that 
Q-C,, x cn2x ... x cnrq 
where C, is the cyclic group of order n. If ?zl and nz have a prime divisor q 
different from p in common then C,, x C,> has a direct factor of the form 
C,, x C,,, u > 0, /3 > 0. But then C, is not cyclic. Hence p is a common 
divisor of 11~ and n,. Similarly p divider M! for all i which is ecjuivalent to our 
assertion that R,(Q) = Y. 
Now suppose that the assertion of Theorem 7 is false and G is not a UNIF 
group. Choose 
A x (w,)x ... x (w,>=N, x ... xN,=L (21) 
as in Theorem 3. Let 
A,=(A~IN~)x(A~NJx--~ XAnN,. 
By dividing both sides of (21) by A, and using Theorem 3, we see A/A, 
must be a free abelian group of rank t(m - 1 j. Also if Q = A/A,Z(A) we see 
Q-[N,(Z(N,)AnN,]x...XilV,IZ(N,,)AnN,1. (22) 
But if t > 1, and we apply R, to both sides of (22), we obtain t(m - 1) on 
the left side of (22) and mt on the right. Hence t = 1. We conclude therefore 
that A/A, is free abelian of rank m - 1. We now show that m = 2. If m > 2 
we conclude R,(Q) = m - 1. If we write 
(Ni / Z(Ni)A n Ni) - Cni 
we conclude that p is a divisor of exactly m - 1 of the integers 17~) n,,..., n,,. 
Say (p, n,) = 1. Then as above (n,, n,) = 1 (or else C, could not be cyclic). 
IfN,=(g,jAnN,, N,=(g,jAnN, and 
z.1 = g;lg;‘a E Z(N,) x Z(N,j, aE(AnN,xAnN,) 
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we see that (v) is an infinite cyclic direct factor of N, x N, contrary to 
Theorem 3. Hence m = 2 and 
A x (w,)=N, xh’,. (23) 
Let A/A’, RI/N;, fi2/N; be the torsion parts of .4/A’, N,/N;, N?/N;, 
respectively, so that 
and 
If N, /@, and N, /fi* are free abelian of rank ri and r2, respectively, A//if is 
free abelian of rank rl + rz - 1. If r, > 1 ‘and rz > 1 we may apply R, to 
both sides of (25) obtaining r, + r2 - 1 on the left and 1’, + r2 on the right. 
Without loss of generality then rl < 1. Since NJA f? N, -J, rl = 1. Also 
from (23), a(A) + 1 # 2 so that A is directly decomposable. Let 
A =A, x A,, A, # 1, A, f 1. Note that A, x J is a UNIF so that if AT/A; 
were finite we could invoke Theorem 4 to deduce that A X J is a UNIF. 
Hence Al/A; is infinite and similarly A,/Ai is infinite. Also 
(At/N; nA,) x (4/N; n&l x (w,>- (N,/NI) x N, (26) 
and the first two factors on the left side of (26) are each infinite. Moreover if 
we write N,/N,’ -J x B, where B is a finite group we see from (26) and 
(l-5) 
where B, X B, -B so that from (26) 
&X&xJ-JxNZ. 
Hence from Theorem 2, N, is directly decomposable contrary to assumption. 
This completes the proof. 
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